
This discussion guide supports movie clips found in group 
lessons on the website: StepItUp2Thrive.org.  These movie 
clips offer opportunities for adults to highlight movie points 
that encourage discussion with young people about their 
sparks and growth mindset.  Full-length features can nicely 
top off the messages, and they can be seen first or as a 
sequel to the clips.

Sparks Clips

In our Thrive theory of change, a youth’s spark, or inner 
passion, motivates the youth to develop skills for thriving. 
Spark champions help the youth explore and develop that 
spark. Introduce spark concepts and encourage reflection 
by using Sparks Conversation Questions and Sparks 
Ideas. Then discuss video clips to grow the youth’s 
understanding of sparks.  

Mindset Clips
After exploring sparks, share research about mindset. Those 
who believe that their abilities and intelligence can be 
developed through effort and practice have a “growth 
mindset.” Those who believe their gifts and intelligence are 
innate and carved in stone have a “fixed mindset”.

Begin with a set of youth self-reflection questions, and talk 
about language that promotes a growth or fixed mindset.

Share the research on the brain (see Thrive’s Mindset group 
lessons), and highlight the period of rapid adolescent brain 
growth. Move to the Mindset Clips to deepen the 
understanding of growth mindset. 

Movie Clips (placed in Thrive group lessons)

These movie clips are appropriate for all ages of adolescents. 
Strong language is removed from the clips, which are from: 

• Finding Forrester, Columbia Pictures (PG)

• Billy Elliott, Motion Picture Association of America  (R)

• Akeelah and the Bee, Lions Gate Entertainment (PG)

• CNN Heroes, CNN

• Freedom Writers, Paramont Pictures (PG)

Sparks Clips
Help youth view different expressions of Sparks.

• Finding Forrester, Columbia Pictures (PG)

• Billy Elliott, Motion Picture Association of America  (R)

• Akeelah and the Bee, Lions Gate Entertainment (PG)

• CNN Heroes, CNN

Discussion Questions
Finding Forrester:

Let’s talk about Jamal’s sparks. Why does he talk about only one 
spark?

Notice what the adults are picking up about Jamal. When and 
how are they helpful to a youth who is wanting to discover his 
spark? When aren’t they helpful?

Billy Elliott:

How does Billy look when he’s showing his spark?
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How does Billy describe his feelings about doing his spark?

How would you describe Billy’s obstacles to growing his spark? 
(Describe cultural norms in Billy’s community that get in 
the way of his dream. 
Are there any obstacles 
you face in finding your 
spark?)

(Note to Guide: Explain 
the concepts of dream-
thieves and spark 
champions to youth.) Do 
you see any dream 
thieves or spark 
champions in Billy’s life? Can adults with 
fixed mindsets move to growth mindsets? 
Tell me about any dream thieves or spark 
champions in your life.

Akeelah & the Bee:

Where does Akeelah get the inspiration for her Spark 
development?

How does Akeelah grow her Spark?

When Akeelah talks about her goals, is she using optimistic 
language about her ability to achieve her dreams, or a more 
fixed, limited view of her potential? How does her Spark 
Champion challenge her perception of herself? (Note to Guide: 
Explore fixed versus growth mindset)

What does that poem on the wall mean to you?

What does Akeelah mean when she says: “I am afraid of me”? 
Can you understand or relate to that comment?

CNN Heroes:

What is Phymean’s impact on others in the world?

What is Phymean’s Spark? (Possible answers: Caring or 
Leadership)

What was interesting to you in this clip?

Mindset Clips
Help youth identify ways to address and change fixed mindsets.

• Finding Forrester: Jamal’s Spark Champion

• Finding Forrester: The Challenge

• Freedom Writers: A New Mindset

Discussion Questions
Finding Forrester:

What are Jamal’s challenges for expressing his spark?

What is William Forrester trying to do with his racist 
comments and provocations?

Do you see any value in Jamai’s 
spark champion being so gruff?

What does Jamal show you about his 
values?

What are the differences, in terms of a 
fixed and growth mindset, in terms of 
characters Jamal Wallace, William 

Forrester and Robert Crawford?

How does Jamal challenge the fixed mindset of his teacher, 
Robert Crawford?

What are obstacles, dream thieves or “fearships” that Jamal 
encounters? 

If you were his friend, what advice would you have given him 
in the rough spots? Where did Jamal do well and where could 
he have improved? (Note to guide: Explore concepts of 
growth mindset and goal management-GPS.)

How does Jamal keep his dream louder than the message of 
his dream thieves? (Answer: Keeps Spark mission front and 
center; seeks support of others; holds a growth mindset and 
develops persistent resourcefulness in the pursuit of goals and 
when facing challenge to goals.)

In reviewing all of these movie clips, why do you think people 
often drift so far away from their dreams? (Note to guide: 
Explore obstacles of fixed mindset; poor goal management 
skills, poor emotional or social competence; or “drifting” due 
to lack of spark exploration and development .)

Freedom Writers:

What toasts pulled on your emotions? What toast would you 
make, if you were in that class?

How does this clip reflect our discussion about growth 
mindset?


